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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 87 
Scenario: An administrator notices that acceleration fails for all configured traffic types. In 
addition, the WANScaler appliance management interface returns a "no partner unit 
detected" error message. What are two steps that the administrator could take to 
troubleshoot this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Run and capture a trace. 
B. Verify if the partner host name exists. 
C. Check the UR code of accelerated connections. 
D. Check the duplex settings of the router or switch. 
E. Verify that the firewall is not stripping TCP options. 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 88 
Scenario: A company has deployed a WANScaler appliance and Controller at its 
headquarters office. The deployment requires that the 69.59.0.0 subnet be accelerated, but 
that port 80 on 69.59.212.89 not be accelerated. In order to correctly accelerate the traffic 
described in the scenario, the administrator should configure the WANScaler Client rules 
using the __________ and create an __________. (Choose the correct pair of phrases to 
complete the sentence.) 

A. Controller management interface; Accelerate rule for 69.59.0.0 above an Exclude rule 
for 69.59.212.89:80 
B. Controller management interface; Exclude rule for 69.59.212.89:80 above an Accelerate 
rule for 69.59.0.0 
C. WANScaler appliance management interface; Exclude rule for 69.59.212.89:80 above 
an Accelerate rule for 69.59.0.0 
D. WANScaler appliance management interface; Accelerate rule for 69.59.0.0 above an 
Exclude rule for 69.59.212.89:80 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 89 
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WANScaler Client support is automatically enabled when the redirector IP address and 
WANScaler Controller IP address are configured in the __________. (Choose the correct 
phrase to complete the sentence.) 

A. Service Class page of the WANScaler appliance management interface 
B. Service Class page of the WANScaler Controller management interface 
C. WANScaler Client page of the WANScaler appliance management interface 
D. WANScaler Client page of the WANScaler Controller management interface 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 90
 
A WANScaler Client can run on which three operating systems? (Choose three.)
 

A. MAC OSX 
B. Windows Vista 
C. Windows XP Home 
D. Windows Server 2003 
E. Windows XP Professional 
F. Windows 2000 Professional 

Answer: C, E, F 

QUESTION: 91 
A client workstation in a remote location needs to make a connection to a server located 
behind a WANScaler appliance. By default, which port needs to be configured on a 
firewall to allow communication to a WANScaler Controller? 

A. 21 
B. 80 
C. 443 
D. 2312 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 92 
An administrator implemented WANScaler in a pilot environment and needs to implement 
it in a production environment within the next two weeks. The administrator implemented 
the appliances in the pilot environment as shown in the attached diagram. Users in this 
environment are complaining about the slowness of applications. The routers and switches 
have been tested and all of them are working properly. There is also sufficient bandwidth. 
Click the 'Exhibit' button to view the diagram. 

Before configuring the production environment, the administrator needs to take into 
consideration that the WANScaler appliances should not be deployed in an environment 
influenced by _________. Quality of service is not a factor. (Choose the correct option to 
complete the sentence.) 

A. Symmetry 
B. Asymmetry 
C. Deterministic routing 
D. n=Non-deterministic routing 

Answer: B 
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